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Accumulating evidence suggests that a global sense of meaning in life is related to physical health,
including increased longevity and reduced morbidity. However, the mechanisms responsible for these
relationships remain largely unknown and uninvestigated. Moreover, there is no unifying conceptual
framework linking meaning in life to physical health. Our aims are to (a) review the literature linking
meaning in life to potential mechanisms associated with better physical health; (b) offer a comprehensive
conceptual framework associating meaning in life with physical health; and (c) introduce a new construct,
meaning salience, as a potentially important intermediary mechanism. Specifically, we review the
evidence suggesting that meaning in life is associated with reduced stress, more adaptive coping, and
greater engagement in health-promoting behaviors. Our model proposes that effects of global sense of
meaning are potentiated through increased meaning salience, or daily awareness of meaning in the
moment, which enhances self-regulation. Suggestions are proposed for empirically examining this new
model.
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Psychologists and philosophers have long been interested in the
human experience of meaning and purpose in life (Martela &
Steger, 2016; Yalom, 1980), but empirical investigation into this
area has grown substantially only recently (for a review, see
Heintzelman & King, 2014). Meaning in life is a multidimen-
sional construct with three aspects: comprehension (feeling as
though one’s life makes sense), purpose (feeling directed and
motivated by valued goals), and mattering (feeling that one’s
existence is significant; George & Park, 2016a). One aspect,
purpose, is often used interchangeably with meaning in the
literature (George & Park, 2013). However, in a more specific
sense, purpose refers to behavioral engagement in life goals and
valued activities (McKnight & Kashdan, 2009).

Despite the complex multidimensional definition provided by
meaning theorists, much of the research in this area has relied on
participants’ self-report ratings using their own “intuitive under-
standing of the words purposeful and meaningful” (Heintzelman &
King, 2014, p. 562). Research suggests that many individuals can
answer these questions without a specific referent and they answer
in ways indicating that life is rather meaningful (Stroope, Draper,
& Whitehead, 2013). We refer to these ratings of meaning as
global sense of meaning.

Many studies demonstrate that having a greater global sense of
meaning in life is associated with better psychological health and
functioning (e.g., Haugan, 2014; Hedberg, Brulin, Aléx, &
Gustafson, 2011; O’Donnell, Shim, Barenz, & Steger, 2014; Pin-
quart, 2002; Steger, Mann, Michels, & Cooper, 2009; Van der
Heyden, Dezutter, & Beyers, 2015). Recently, meaning in life has
also been established as a robust predictor of physical health
(Roepke, Jayawickreme, & Riffle, 2014), with the average asso-
ciations between meaning in life and physical health indicators
falling in the small-to-moderate range (Czekierda, Banik, Park, &
Luszczynska, 2017). Accumulating evidence suggests that those
with a greater sense of meaning or purpose in life live longer
(Boyle, Barnes, Buchman, & Bennett, 2009; Cohen, Bavishi, &
Rozanski, 2016; Hill & Turiano, 2014; Krause, 2009; Skrabski,
Kopp, Rózsa, Réthelyi, & Rahe, 2005; Tanno, Sakata, & the Japan
Collaborative Cohort Study for Evaluation of Cancer, 2007). They
also have reduced morbidity, including reduced risks for myocar-
dial infarction (Kim, Sun, Park, Kubzansky, & Peterson, 2013),
cardiac events (Cohen et al., 2016), Alzheimer’s disease, and mild
cognitive impairment (Boyle, Buchman, Barnes, & Bennett, 2010;
Boyle et al., 2012).

Although the preponderance of evidence supports the hypothe-
sis that global meaning in life is associated with better physical
health, the size of the association is modest and mechanisms that
may account for the relationship remain largely uninvestigated.
Further, studies that have examined potential mechanisms are
disparate and have not yet been integrated into a conceptual model.
The present article aims to (a) review the literature linking mean-
ing in life to potential mechanisms associated with better physical
health; (b) offer a comprehensive conceptual framework associat-
ing meaning in life with physical health; and (c) introduce a new
construct, meaning salience, as a potentially important intermedi-
ary mechanism. All of the mechanisms that we explore in relation
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to meaning in life and health outcomes can be subsumed under the
concept of self-regulation. Meaning in life may influence the
self-regulatory process in multiple ways by, for example, provid-
ing guidelines for selecting, and ranking the importance of, goals
(purpose, mattering), improving coherence or comprehension of
the world (comprehension), encouraging self-monitoring to align
behavior with goals, and adding motivation to one’s daily efforts
(providing the “why” for behavior). Purpose has long been hy-
pothesized to be a core aspect of self-regulation because it pro-
vides the reasons for engaging in various behaviors (Scheier et al.,
2006). With the general hypothesis that meaning enhances self-
regulation, we propose that meaning influences health through
three particular self-regulatory processes and skills: stress buffer-
ing, adaptive coping, and health behaviors. Thus, we first review
the evidence linking a global sense of meaning in life to these three
hypothesized mechanisms.

Review of Hypothesized Mechanisms Linking Meaning
in Life to Health

A recent review of the literature on the associations of meaning
in life, purpose in life, meaning-making, and posttraumatic growth
with physical health lists many articles relevant to our conceptual
model (see Table 2 in Roepke et al., 2014). We will not duplicate
this work here but will, instead, focus on an integrative model and
its constituent mechanisms as pathways between meaning and
health outcomes. At the outset, we acknowledge that the strength
of extant empirical support for the model varies depending on
which relationships are under consideration. The areas that lack
support are, however, essentially untested. Following our review,
we offer suggestions for how these tests may be conducted. Arti-
cles chosen for this review are those that (a) quantitatively mea-
sured a sense of meaning or purpose in life (and presented data for
that variable individually, i.e., not part of a composite measure)
and (b) examined its relationship with one of three hypothesized
mechanisms: stress buffering, coping, or health behavior. To im-
prove the quality of this review, we excluded cross-sectional
studies lacking relevant controls. Specifically, to be included,
cross-sectional studies were required to control for positive affect
or another mood variable (e.g., depressive symptoms, negative
mood). Longitudinal, quasi-experimental, and experimental stud-
ies were included and limitations of these studies were noted.

Proposed Mechanism: Stress Buffering

One possible self-regulatory mechanism linking meaning in life
to physical health is stress buffering. Comprehension, the compo-
nent of meaning that includes the belief that one’s life makes
sense, may provide one buffer against stress by lessening the
likelihood that events (i.e., potential stressors) are perceived as
uncontrollable and unpredictable. More severe stress responses are
evoked when people view events as unpredictable or senseless
(Havranek et al., 2016). Another component of meaning in life,
purpose, motivates individuals and contributes to how they iden-
tify themselves (Park & Folkman, 1997). Thus, what gives indi-
viduals purpose in life provides clues as to what events they
appraise as relevant and whether they view these events as stres-
sors (threats) or as challenges. Moreover, a strong sense of purpose
could direct persons to focus on what is ultimately important to

them, reducing the likelihood of attending to or being bothered by
daily hassles.

Self-report studies of stress. Research suggests that meaning
in life is negatively associated with perceived stress. One longitu-
dinal study of breast cancer survivors showed that, controlling for
depressive symptoms and cancer stage, cancer-related stress (as
measured by the Impact of Events Scale) at the time of diagnosis
was negatively associated with meaning in life two years later
(Jim, Richardson, Golden-Kreutz, & Andersen, 2006). However,
this study did not assess meaning in life at baseline, leaving it
impossible to know how meaning in life may have changed over
time. This finding might indicate that individuals who experience
more stress have an “eroded” sense of meaning in life (i.e., their
meaning is life is lessened because of stress). Conversely, one
might interpret these findings as indicating that individuals with
greater meaning in life perceive life events and daily hassles as less
stressful. Other studies support the latter interpretation. For exam-
ple, a cross-sectional study of 143 undergraduates demonstrated
that there was no bivariate relationship between meaning in life
and daily hassles (Mascaro & Rosen, 2006). However, there was
an interaction between daily hassles and meaning in life such that
at low levels of meaning in life, daily hassles were strongly and
positively associated with depressive symptoms. As meaning in-
creased, the strength of the relationship between daily hassles and
depressive symptoms decreased, suggesting that meaning may
buffer against the harmful effects of stress. The same interaction
was found in a cross-sectional study of undergraduates (Zika &
Chamberlain, 1987). When individuals reported high levels of
purpose, the strength of the relationship between daily hassles and
depressive symptoms was weaker than it was for individuals with
low sense of purpose. These two studies support the hypothesis
that when individuals have a greater sense of meaning in life, they
are less affected by daily stressors.

Others have examined purpose in life as a resource to cope with
naturally occurring daily stress. In two studies of distress associ-
ated with being confronted by greater ethnic diversity, university
students rode the train from northern Chicago to downtown Chi-
cago and crossed 14 train stops through ethnically diverse neigh-
borhoods (Burrow & Hill, 2013). At alternating stops, students
rated their positive and negative mood and perceived safety. Re-
search assistants trained to identify different ethnic groups rated
the proportion of commuters from each ethnic group at each stop.
In the first study, global ratings of purpose in life significantly
interacted with the proportion of commuters from ethnic out-
groups, such that controlling for several confounding factors (pos-
itive mood, resilience, neuroticism, and perceived safety), students
with low levels of purpose reported greater negative mood when
the proportion of ethnic out-group members was higher. However,
for students with higher levels of purpose, the relationship between
the proportion of ethnic out-group members and negative mood
was not significant. In the second study, participants were random-
ized to complete a purpose in life writing task designed to increase
the salience of purpose in life or a control task (writing about the
last movie they saw) prior to getting on the train. Manipulation
checks showed that participants in the purpose task condition
wrote about significantly more purpose-related content and re-
ported greater purpose in life after exiting the train; notably, they
did not report more positive affect than participants in the control
condition at each train stop. Again, purpose in life significantly
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moderated the relationship between the proportion of ethnic out-
group members and negative mood. In the control condition, there
was a positive association between the proportion of ethnic out-
group members and negative mood; however, in the purpose in life
condition, negative mood and the proportion of ethnic out-group
members were not significantly related. These creative studies of
a naturalistic stressor provide evidence that purpose in life buffers
against the negative effects of stress. Further, experimentally prim-
ing participants to connect with their purpose in life through a
writing task reduced affective distress associated with a stressor.

Although a sense of meaning in life could be a buffer against
stress, the experience of meaninglessness, or meaning threat, may
induce stress. Park and Baumeister (2017) conducted a series of
studies examining this hypothesis. In two of the studies, partici-
pants were randomly assigned to a meaning-threat condition ver-
sus a neutral control condition. In the meaning threat condition,
participants viewed 10 statements and were asked to rewrite them
in their own words. The statements directly threatened meaning
(e.g., “Human life seems like a useless, meaningless treadmill”).
Those in the control condition rewrote sentences not relevant to
meaning in life. Participants in the meaning threat condition re-
ported greater stress following the meaning threat task and after
participating in a stressor task (imagining the Trier Social Stress
Test). Further, the meaning threat task did not significantly affect
participants’ moods, suggesting that the stressor directly affected
meaning but not mood. These results suggest that inducing a sense
of meaninglessness is stressful in itself, and after experiencing
meaninglessness, individuals are less able to use meaning as a
resource to cope with other stressors.

Physiological studies of stress. Studies of neurological func-
tioning support the hypothesis that individuals with a greater sense
of meaning in life may view stressful events as less aversive than
do individuals with lower meaning in life. van Reekum and col-
leagues (2007) used functional MRI to examine the brain activity
of 25 older adults while they were exposed to photographs de-
signed to elicit emotional responses. They specifically examined
reactivity in the amygdala (the brain region involved in the inter-
pretation of fear, stress, and threat) and the ventral anterior cingu-
late cortex (a brain region involved in emotional regulation and
potential down-regulation of negative emotional responses). Their
main question was whether older adults with greater psychological
well-being, including greater purpose in life, demonstrate better
emotional control of negative and aversive stimuli mediated by the
ventral anterior cingulate cortex, which could also be demonstrated
by taking longer time to judge the valence of the photos (longer
time is suggestive of slower processing). Results indicated that
those with greater purpose in life were slower to react to negative
relative to neutral images, and they also showed less activation in
the amygdala and greater activation in the ventral anterior cingu-
late cortex. These results suggest that individuals with greater
purpose in life may be less reactive to negative and aversive life
events, and moreover, they may be better able to control their
emotional reactions to those events, than are individuals with
lower purpose in life. This capability may translate to individuals
with greater purpose in life being less reactive to adverse, poten-
tially stressful situations than are individuals with lower purpose in
life.

Using the same photograph paradigm, purpose in life was ex-
amined as a buffer to negative stimuli in 331 adults (ages 34 to 84)

from the MIDUS II study (The Survey of Midlife Development in
the United States; Schaefer et al., 2013). Participants completed a
self-report measure of purpose in life, and on average 2 years later,
they completed an experimental laboratory session during which
their affective states (using eyeblink reflex magnitude, an estab-
lished, non-self-report measure that allows for examination and
differentiation of emotional response including both magnitude
and time course) were measured in response to negative and
neutral stimuli. Greater purpose in life predicted faster recovery
from a negative emotional stimulus, suggesting that purpose may
be related to more adaptive regulation of negative emotions. After
controlling for other well-being dimensions and positive and neg-
ative trait affect, the relationship between purpose in life and
startle response was reduced to a trend level (p � .06), but purpose
remained the strongest predictor of emotion regulation.

Ishida and Okada (2006, 2011) conducted two laboratory studies
to examine the associations between purpose in life and sympa-
thetic nervous system activity. In the first study (Ishida & Okada,
2006), 32 healthy adults completed measures of purpose in life and
anxiety and then completed a stress induction by watching a
kaleidoscopic roller coaster video. Purpose in life was negatively
associated with anxiety, but the authors did not control for anxiety
in their analyses. There were no baseline differences between those
higher in purpose in life and those lower in purpose in life on
autonomic activity; however, during the stressor task individuals
with lower purpose in life demonstrated increased autonomic
nervous system activity as evidenced by greater increases in low
frequency heart rate variability. The authors suggested that this
difference indicated an excessive stress response in individuals
with lower purpose in life. In a follow-up study with 67 healthy
university students, Ishida and Okada (2011) induced stress using
an “evaluating-integrating words task” that demonstrated increases
in confusion, heart rate, and systolic blood pressure. However,
individuals with higher purpose in life demonstrated attenuated
increases in confusion and heart rate compared to individuals with
lower purpose in life. Another quasi-experimental study of 44
older, community-dwelling adults demonstrated that global ratings
of purpose in life were related to faster cortisol recovery (a
hormonal measure of the stress response) following a Trier Social
Stress Test, a well-established laboratory stress induction task
(Fogelman & Canli, 2015). These quasi-experimental designs used
trait purpose in life as a predictor of stress reactivity (response
during stress) and recovery (poststress time to return to baseline)
and demonstrated that purpose in life was related to attenuated
reactivity or faster recovery. However, none of these investigations
manipulated the independent variable (purpose in life) nor did they
control for mood in their analyses.

A large longitudinal study demonstrated similar effects on phys-
iological functioning (Zilioli, Slatcher, Ong, & Gruenewald,
2015). Participants reported on purpose in life and were followed
for 10 years. At follow-up, several biomarkers of allostatic load, or
the “physiologic change that cardiovascular, autonomic, neuroen-
docrine, immune, and metabolic systems simultaneously undergo
in situations of stress,” were collected, including cardiovascular,
lipid, glucose metabolism, inflammation, sympathetic nervous sys-
tem, parasympathetic nervous system, and hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal axis measures (Zilioli et al., 2015, p. 452). Individuals with
greater purpose in life at baseline had lower levels of allostatic
load at follow-up, even after controlling for several demographic
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and psychological well-being variables. Interestingly, baseline
purpose was associated with lower future allostatic load, but pur-
pose in life at follow-up was not associated with concurrent
allostatic load. Greater baseline levels of purpose in life predicted
fewer harmful effects of stress on multiple physiological systems
over the course of the 10-year study; these findings suggest that
purpose acted as a stress buffer over time.

Summary. These interesting studies provide preliminary ev-
idence that meaning and purpose in life act as buffers against
stress. The literature includes a mix of cross-sectional, longitudi-
nal, and quasi-experimental designs. Only one experimental study
(Burrow & Hill, 2013) could conclude that increased meaning was
causally related to an attenuated stress response. Conversely, two
experimental studies (Park & Baumeister, 2017) demonstrate that
inducing meaninglessness increased stress compared to a neutral
control. Though many questions remain, this body of literature
provides initial support for the hypothesis that higher levels of
meaning are associated with dampened experiences of stress, thus
supporting this pathway as a plausible link between meaning and
health. To be sure, effect sizes are modest, studies generally
investigate meaning from a global trait perspective, and the body
of work is primarily characterized by observational or quasi-
experimental designs. Does stress erode meaning in life or does
meaning decrease susceptibility to stressful life events and daily
hassles? These questions remain to be fully explored with proper
methodologies.

Proposed Mechanism: Adaptive Coping Skills

Having a global sense that life is meaningful and feeling that
one matters in the world, has a purpose, and that life makes sense
may be related to more adaptive coping skills. Coping is consid-
ered a process of self-regulation to solve problems and manage
stressful life events. Cross-sectional studies demonstrate that those
with greater sense of meaning and purpose in life have greater
self-efficacy in their ability to cope with stressful life events
(Sherman & Simonton, 2012; Shrira et al., 2015), and meaning
may be a particularly potent basis for coping self-efficacy among
individuals with low positive affect (Shrira et al., 2015). That is,
when individuals are experiencing low mood, meaning in life may
serve as a source of strength for coping with stressful life events.

Meaning in life could also be related to using different, and
possibly more effective, coping skills. In a large (N � 12,640)
cross-sectional study of Hungarian adults, individuals with greater
meaning in life also used more active, problem-focused coping
strategies and fewer emotion-focused coping strategies after con-
trolling for self-efficacy, religious importance, social support, and
demographics than those with lower meaning in life (Skrabski et
al., 2005). Similarly, in a longitudinal study of adults coping with
knee surgery, purpose in life at Time 1 (2 weeks before the surgery)
predicted more active coping at Time 2 (4 weeks after surgery), which
predicted better physical health 6 months after the surgery (Smith &
Zautra, 2000). Active coping fully mediated the associations between
purpose in life prior to the surgery and physical health 6 months after
the surgery. Both studies suggest that individuals with greater mean-
ing in life also use different, and maybe more effective, coping skills
to manage stress.

Those with greater meaning in life may also be better at plan-
ning for future stressors and preparing to cope in advance. A study

of daily meaning in life, daily positive affect, and proactive coping
(efforts to cope with future stressors that have not yet happened)
supports this hypothesis (Miao, Zheng, & Gan, 2016). University
students (N � 132) completed 21 days of daily diaries. Increases
in daily meaning over the 21 days were related to daily increases
in positive affect. Moreover, change in daily meaning predicted
greater use of proactive coping skills at the end of the study, a
relationship that was only partially mediated by positive affect.
This finding suggests that meaning is directly related to greater
proactive coping skills, but may also be indirectly related to
proactive coping by promoting positive affect. However, it is
unclear what caused increases in daily meaning over the study
period; this question remains to be explored.

The literature regarding meaning and coping has strengths and
limitations. Most studies in the literature are uncontrolled cross-
sectional designs, and thus were not included in this review be-
cause they lacked relevant affective controls. Only two studies
examined these relationships over time (Miao et al., 2016; Smith &
Zautra, 2000), and none were properly designed to examine causal
relationships. Many studies examining coping techniques asked
participants to self-report their typical “coping styles.” These types
of inventories required each research group to conduct a factor
analysis to reduce the number of scales, and whereas most research
groups found similar styles, there was variation in the number and
names of coping scales used across studies. This idiosyncratic
scoring renders the findings difficult to compare. Another problem
with this approach is that it essentially ignores the ‘situation by
coping response’ interaction. Writers often assume that active
coping has a positive or beneficial effect and suggest that
“emotion-oriented coping” strategies are less effective (e.g., Light-
sey & Sweeney, 2008). However, different situations likely require
different sets of coping strategies. The “goodness-of-fit” model
suggests that controllable stressors may be better handled by
problem-focused coping strategies whereas uncontrollable stres-
sors may be better handled by emotion-focused coping strategies
(Conway & Terry, 1992). Overall, the literature relating meaning
in life and coping is still in its infancy. Though there is preliminary
evidence in support of this relationship to encourage continued
investigation, much work remains to be done.

Proposed Mechanism: Health Behaviors

One of the more studied mechanisms linking meaning to health
is the association between meaning and engagement in healthy
behaviors. Regular engagement in healthy behaviors is a result of
good self-regulation, as individuals need to have goals, monitor
their progress, and use feedback to modify their behaviors to reach
their goals. A compelling argument suggests that meaning is a
foundation for engagement in healthy behaviors, and that “taking
good care of oneself in terms of daily health practices presupposes
a life that is worth taking care of” (Ryff & Singer, 1998, p. 22).
This argument suggests that having a sense of purpose and believ-
ing that one matters in the world form a strong basis for enhanced
motivation to engage in healthy behaviors. Baumeister (1991) also
argues that individuals with greater meaning in life have a longer
time perspective, and empirical research supports this notion (e.g.,
Hicks, Trent, Davis, & King, 2012). Thus, those with more mean-
ing may be more likely to engage in healthy behaviors because
meaning in life invokes long-term perspectives and self-regulation
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(e.g., “If I exercise today, I will be healthier later in life”).
Taubman-Ben-Ari (2011) demonstrated that thinking about mean-
ing encourages thoughts of one’s own mortality. We surmise that
this might serve as a motivating prompt for individuals to cope
with these thoughts by engaging in health promoting behaviors to
delay death. Moreover, evidence suggests that those with greater
purpose in life also report greater internal health locus of control
(Zilioli et al., 2015). As demonstrated, there are several pathways
through which meaning could relate to health behaviors.

Meaning and health-promoting behaviors. Meaning in life
or purpose in life is positively associated with physical activity in
cross-sectional studies (Hooker & Masters, 2016b; Ruuskanen &
Ruoppila, 1995). One study demonstrated that after controlling for
several possible confounds (including positive affect, depressive
symptoms, optimism, and self-mastery), purpose in life was pos-
itively associated with a 3-day assessment of objectively measured
physical activity in adult community members (Hooker & Masters,
2016b). Meaning may also be related to greater adoption of a new
health behavior pattern. In previously sedentary individuals initi-
ating exercise programs, a greater sense of meaning in life at the
beginning of the program was associated with greater change in
physical activity 4 weeks later (Hooker, Masters, & Ranby, 2016;
Hooker, 2017). These studies support the hypothesis that those
with greater meaning in life also engage in more physical activity.

In general, purpose in life seems to be related to a greater
likelihood of engaging in preventive health behaviors and health-
promoting behaviors. Using data from the Health and Retirement
Study, a nationally representative data set of individuals over age
50 and controlling for sociodemographic, baseline health, health
behaviors, and geographic factors, one study examined purpose in
life in relation to engaging in preventive health behaviors over 6
years (Kim, Strecher, & Ryff, 2014). Purpose was associated with
having a cholesterol test, colonoscopy, mammogram, PAP test,
and prostate exam in the last 2 years. Further, there was evidence
of a dose-response relationship between purpose and these behav-
iors. The investigators did not find a relationship between purpose
and getting a flu shot. They speculated that one possible explana-
tion for this finding pertained to the wording of the question (i.e.,
getting a flu shot from one’s doctor). Study participants may have
obtained flu shots through other, less expensive and more conve-
nient, channels. It is also possible that flu shots were simply not
viewed as being as important as were the other preventive health
behaviors, all of which address cancer or heart disease, the two
major causes of mortality in the United States. These illnesses
were likely considered significant threats to their health and ulti-
mate life goals and purposes.

There is also preliminary evidence that meaning or purpose in
life is related to better sleep. In a cross-sectional study of adults
called for jury duty, those with a greater sense of purpose in life
reported longer nightly sleep duration, controlling for depression,
anxiety, and other psychological well-being measures (Hamilton,
Nelson, Stevens, & Kitzman, 2007). Two longitudinal studies also
support this hypothesis; both demonstrate that adults with greater
purpose in life at baseline report fewer sleep disturbances over
follow-up ranging from 4 (Kim, Hershner, & Strecher, 2015) to 10
years (Phelan, Love, Ryff, Brown, & Heidrich, 2010).

Meaning and health-risking behaviors. Research examining
relations between meaning in life and health-risking behaviors,
including tobacco use and substance use is sparse. Konkolÿ Thege

and colleagues (2009) repeatedly demonstrated in cross-sectional
samples of Hungarian adults, controlling for several important
confounds including depressive and anxious symptoms, that a
sense of meaning in life is greater in those who have never smoked
than in former and current smokers and that those with less sense
of meaning in life have greater smoking intensity (smoking more
than 16 cigarettes daily; Konkolÿ Thege, Stauder, & Kopp, 2010).
Interestingly, in adults undergoing substance abuse treatment,
greater sense of purpose in life at the start of treatment was related
to less alcohol and cocaine use and less likelihood of relapsing
during a 6-month treatment (Martin, MacKinnon, Johnson, &
Rohsenow, 2011). These studies provide preliminary evidence that
meaning in life is protective for tobacco and substance use, but
more research is clearly needed.

Summary. The literature examining associations between
meaning and purpose in life and health behaviors is growing.
Many of the studies are cross-sectional, with only a few examining
longitudinal relationships. We excluded many cross-sectional stud-
ies that lacked relevant affective controls from this review. Some
behaviors are better studied (e.g., physical activity and exercise),
whereas others remain understudied (e.g., preventative health be-
haviors, healthy eating, health-risking behaviors). Nearly all the
studies use self-report measures of health behaviors, which raises
concern about the reliability and validity of the findings. Interest-
ingly, many of the studies were conducted in older adults, whereas
only a few focused on early or middle aged adults. One important
caveat to consider is that none of these studies addressed causal
relationships between meaning and health behaviors; experimental
studies remain to be done. Despite these promising efforts, there
remains considerable room for this literature to grow.

A Conceptual Model Linking Meaning to Health

The research literature on meaning and health is suggestive of
positive relations, perhaps even causality, but is currently charac-
terized by observational or quasi-experimental studies that use
measures of global trait meaning in life and demonstrate modest
effect sizes. Research on mechanisms is lacking, as is an orienting
conceptual framework. We now focus on a model that provides a
conceptual framework to inform future studies, investigate mech-
anisms, and develop and integrate the literature on meaning and
health in a systematic manner. On the basis of the hypothesis that
meaning in life influences self-regulation, we propose an inter-
mediary step wherein individuals who live with greater daily
awareness of what makes their lives meaningful (i.e., their
sense of purpose, comprehension, and mattering), what we are
calling meaning salience, are hypothesized to have superior self-
regulation. Enhanced self-regulation is posited to be the founda-
tional process augmenting the strength of three major pathways:
(1) enriched stress buffering, (2) increased use of adaptive coping,
and (3) improved engagement in health behaviors. These mecha-
nisms have been found, in a number of studies, (Ai, Seymour,
Tice, Kronfol, & Bolling, 2009; Cohen & Herbert, 1996; Graham,
Christian, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 2006; Hoyt et al., 2013; Loef &
Walach, 2012; Murberg, Furze, & Bru, 2004; Steptoe, Hamer, &
Chida, 2007; Sultan, Epel, Sachon, Vaillant, & Hartemann-
Heurtier, 2008; Wolf & Mori, 2009) to be related to better physical
health and psychological well-being.
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Meaning Salience

The overall conceptual model is presented in Figure 1. In this
model, we hypothesize that a sense of meaning in life is prereq-
uisite for meaning salience. Meaning salience is defined as the
extent to which meaning stands out or is conspicuous to individ-
uals (i.e., the degree they are aware of what makes their lives
meaningful and their sense of purpose during their daily activities).
Most individuals report having a sense that life is meaningful, and
perhaps most also have an underlying sense of what gives their life
purpose (Heintzelman & King, 2014). However, we propose that
the extent to which meaning is salient to individuals on a daily
basis varies both inter- and intraindividually. We suggest that
individuals for whom meaning salience is more consistently pres-
ent and potent are more likely to be influenced in significant ways
by meaning when making decisions, interacting with the world, or
engaging in behaviors.

Theorists have long posited that people actively construct mean-
ing in their lives (Baumeister, 1991; Frankl, 1946/1985). Indeed,
Frankl’s (1946/1985) early conceptualizations of meaning in life
suggest that, “the meaning of life differs from man to man, from
day to day and from hour to hour. What matters, therefore, is not
the meaning of life in general but rather the specific meaning of a
person’s life at a given moment” (p. 108). Baumeister (1991)
conceptualizes meaning as making connections across events, re-
lationships, and time. Thus, meaning salience is the conscious
awareness of the connections that individuals actively construct.

Meaning salience provides what might be a critical proximal
link between the somewhat abstract and distal concept of meaning
in life and the actual influence of that meaning on daily choices,
behaviors, and responses to the environment. Though most indi-
viduals self-report that their lives are meaningful on global ques-
tionnaires (Heintzelman & King, 2014), we surmise that the extent
to which individuals find their meaning to be salient regularly

varies between and within individuals. Global ratings of meaning
in life may be analogous to trait variables, whereas meaning
salience may be conceptualized as similar to a state variable. The
progression from studying traits to states has been witnessed in
other areas of psychological research, including anxiety (e.g.,
Zuckerman, 1976/2015) and mindfulness (e.g., Jordan, Wang,
Donatoni, & Meier, 2014). Trait approaches assume that individ-
uals have and display certain qualities that are relatively indepen-
dent of the situation or context. Conversely, state approaches
suggest that personal constructs are fluid, and they may be more
susceptible to environmental influence. Thus, immediately present
and compelling external demands in the workplace, at school, or
elsewhere throughout the day present formidable obstacles for
consistent and immediate experiences of meaning salience. Given
the pervasiveness of these conditions, we suspect that many indi-
viduals have rather few naturally occurring daily experiences of
meaning salience.

There may, however, be individuals who possess the skill to
make meaning salient throughout their day. These individuals
would almost certainly possess a very high sense of global mean-
ing in life as well. We hypothesize their experience of meaning
salience bolsters self-regulatory processes (see subsequent text)
and increases the likelihood of success at living in ways consistent
with their meaning and in reaching their goals. Individuals with
few experiences of meaning salience do not have this resource
available to strengthen their self-regulatory processes. They likely
have a sense of what makes their lives meaningful or gives it
purpose, but the extent to which they are aware of this meaning
varies on the basis of both intrapersonal factors and environmental
demands.

We hypothesize that meaning salience is moderately strongly
associated with global ratings of meaning or purpose in life in
similar manner to the relationships found for other state and trait

Stress 
Buffer 

Physical Health 

Global  
Meaning in Life: 
Comprehension 

Purpose 
Mattering 

Meaning 
Salience 

Adaptive 
Coping 
Skills 

Health 
Behaviors 

Psychological 
Health 

Self-Regulatory 
Processes and Skills 

Figure 1. A hypothesized model linking meaning in life to health.
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psychological variables. Global conceptualizations about life
meaning are likely informed by specific moments in which indi-
viduals experience life as particularly meaningful, or when mean-
ing is particularly salient. Conversely, for meaning to be salient,
individuals need a base level of global meaning in life. The two
likely operate in an iterative fashion. However, meaning salience
and global ratings of meaning are not isomorphic. Having global
meaning does not necessarily imply the consistent experience of
salience in the moment of that meaning.

Meaning Salience and Self-Regulation

We hypothesize that meaning salience promotes self-regulation.
The ability to self-regulate is critical to health. Those with greater
self-regulatory skills can reduce the physiological effects of stress-
ful environmental stimuli, employ adaptive coping strategies, en-
gage in healthy behaviors, and avoid health-risking behaviors.
Although this review focuses on physical health, we acknowledge
the dualistic model of health (physical health separated from
psychological health) is false. Thus, we have included psycholog-
ical health and well-being in the model because evidence suggests
that meaning (e.g., Steger et al., 2009), self-regulation (e.g., Simon
& Durand-Bush, 2015), and the three hypothesized mechanisms
(reduced stress, coping, and health behaviors) are all related to
psychological health (e.g., Farber et al., 2010; Krause, 2007;
Wetzler & Ursano, 1988) and psychological health and physical
health are inextricably intertwined. We further discuss these pro-
posed pathways subsequently.

Self-regulation has been defined in multiple ways. McCullough
and Willoughby (2009) state that self-regulation is simply a “pro-
cess by which a system uses information about its present state to
change that state” (p. 71). Others have defined self-regulation with
explicit reference to behavior, including efforts to change or mod-
ify one’s behavior (Hagger, 2010) or as the process of “setting a
goal, engaging in goal-directed behavior, monitoring progress to-
ward the goal, and adjusting one’s behavior when sufficient prog-
ress towards the goal is not being made” (Terry & Leary, 2011, p.
352). We agree with McCullough and Willoughby (2009) that
self-regulation does not necessarily need to be deliberate and
effortful. Indeed, when individuals develop habits, these behaviors
often become automatic and self-sustaining (Rothman, Baldwin,
Hertel, & Fuglestad, 2011). Thus, we define self-regulation as a
process by which individuals use information about their present
state or behavior to change that state or behavior.

The three ingredients of self-regulation outlined by Baumeister
and Heatherton (1996) include standards (goals or ideal states),
monitoring (comparing the actual state to the standards), and
feedback (adjustment of behavior if the actual state and standard
differ). We suggest that meaning salience promotes self-regulation
in each of these three aspects with perhaps the strongest effects
being between meaning and standards. According to Emmons
(2003), “goals are essential components of a person’s experience
of his or her life as meaningful and contribute to the process by
which people construe their lives as meaningful and worthwhile”
(p. 107). Individuals who experience greater meaning salience will
be more likely to consistently choose goals that align with their
overall sense of meaning. This proposition provides insight into
why individuals with a greater sense of meaning also engage in
healthier behaviors. Healthy behaviors support a long and healthy

life, which in turn supports individuals in their pursuit of their
ultimate goals.

Second, meaning salience should promote monitoring. When
meaning is kept at the forefront of attention, individuals are more
likely to perceive potentially stressful events as less provocative
because they maintain their focus on more ultimate concerns. This
will promote better emotional regulation during stress because
individuals are less likely to focus on negative, stressful aspects of
the event and more on that which is of higher level significance to
them. Finally, meaning salience may also affect feedback. Indi-
viduals with greater meaning salience may have better self-
regulatory skills to manage stress through coping responses and
may be better able to match coping styles with stress responses.
Because their standards are kept within close proximity to aware-
ness, they may adjust their coping responses more quickly when
their actual states or behaviors do not match their standards.

Baumeister (1991) highlighted four needs for meaning that
closely align with self-regulation. The first need, purpose, provides
the goal state against which current behaviors are compared and
thus provides the orienting framework for behavior. The second
need, value, gives individuals justification for their actions.
Baumeister (1991) argued that people need to feel that their actions
are good and moral. Values give people a clue as to which
behaviors or goals are worth devoting their time. Efficacy fulfills
the third need, for believing that individuals are capable and have
control over their lives. Setting optimally challenging goals gives
people satisfaction, avoids feelings of boredom or frustration, and
provides a sense of control. Finally, meaning fills the need for
self-worth, which helps people feel that their lives are valuable and
significant. When fulfilling these needs, individuals engage in
self-regulation. Purpose provides the end goal, values provide the
standard, efficacy is a combination of monitoring and comparing
with the standard, and self-worth is a consequence of good feed-
back.

Recent, but limited, evidence supports the hypothesis that mean-
ing in life is associated with enhanced self-regulation. Meaning in
life has been found to be associated with greater goal navigation
(goal setting, goal clarification, goal adjustment, and goal initia-
tion) in testicular cancer survivors (Hoyt, Nelson, Darabos, Marín-
Chollom, & Stanton, 2016) and greater self-regulatory capacity
among physicians (Simon & Durand-Bush, 2015). No work to date
has addressed the hypothesis that meaning salience supports self-
regulation. Empirical work addressing this hypothesis is indicated.

Alternative Hypothesis: The Relationship Between
Meaning and Health is Due to Positive Mood

Positive affect is considered one feature of the experience of
meaning in life (Reker, 2000), and empirical studies generally
demonstrate moderately positive correlations between global rat-
ings of meaning in life and positive affect (e.g., King, Hicks, Krull,
& Del Gaiso, 2006; Steger et al., 2006). A major criticism of the
meaning in life and health literature is that the effects of meaning
in life on self-regulation, mechanisms, and physical health indica-
tors are confounded by the relationship between meaning in life
and positive mood. Indeed, several theories suggest this linkage.
For example, Schwarz’s (2001) “Feelings as Information” theory
posits that individuals use their emotions to make judgments about
their experiences and attitudes toward the world. Those who are
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feeling happy may be more likely to rate their lives as meaningful
or to report that they are thinking about how meaningful their lives
are on a regular basis.

Several studies test Schwarz’s (2001) theory that individuals use
positive affect to make judgments about their meaning in life.
Hicks, King, and colleagues (Hicks & King, 2007, 2008, 2009;
Hicks et al., 2012; King et al., 2006) conducted a series of
observational studies and experiments to determine the overlap
between positive affect and meaning in life and potential moder-
ators of the relationship. Evidence supports the idea that inducing
a positive mood leads to enhanced perceptions that life is mean-
ingful (King et al., 2006). However, individuals are less likely to
use positive mood as information about meaningfulness when they
perceive that they have a longer life expectancy or have future-
oriented time perspective (Hicks et al., 2012), have a high global
focus (Hicks & King, 2007), are more religious or are primed with
religious symbols (Hicks & King, 2008), and are less lonely or
primed about their relationships with others (Hicks & King, 2009).
These studies suggest that there are several moderating variables
that attenuate the relationship between positive affect and meaning
in life, and although positive affect and meaning in life overlap,
they are separate constructs. One of King et al.’s (2006) experi-
ments randomized individuals to reading one of three essays about
“the connectedness of all human beings, the importance of striving
to do one’s best, and the concept of surrender” (King et al., 2006,
p. 189) and then randomized them to either count all the “es” in
each passage (meaningless) or to read the passage carefully, eval-
uate its content, and relate it back to their own lives and experi-
ences (meaningful). There was no main effect of condition (mean-
ingful vs. meaningless) on mood, but participants in the
meaningfulness task did report greater meaning. Further, there was
a significant interaction between positive affect and the meaning
condition, suggesting that in meaning-relevant contexts, partici-
pants with a more positive mood rate the experience as more
meaningful. Altogether, these studies provide evidence that indi-
viduals may be more susceptible to rating experiences as more
meaningful when in a positive mood, but they also differentiate
between positive mood and meaningfulness.

Fredrickson’s (2004) broaden-and-build theory suggests that
positive emotions serve two major functions: (1) to broaden peo-
ple’s thought-action repertoires and (2) to build more personal
resources. In her review, Fredrickson (2004) made a compelling
case that when people experience positive emotions (joy, content-
ment, love), they think in more flexible, creative, and open ways,
which then leads them to build more personal resources, including
resilience, knowledge, creativity, and even physical health. Thus,
one may suggest that positive emotions could foster personal
meaning, as they would broaden thought processes, allow connec-
tions to be made, and simultaneously build meaning as a personal
resource. Interestingly, Fredrickson and colleagues (2004) com-
pleted a study in which they randomized students to build positive
emotions over one month by writing about personal meaning and
long-term benefits of their best, worst, and ordinary experiences
during the day. Students in the experimental group reported more
positive emotions and more resilience compared to the control
group at the end of the study. These findings suggest a complex
interplay between meaning, positive emotions, and resilience that
awaits further elaboration.

Alternatively, research suggests there are key differences be-
tween happiness (a quintessential positive emotion) and meaning-
fulness. For example, Baumeister, Vohs, and colleagues (Baumeis-
ter & Vohs, 2013; Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, & Garbinsky, 2013)
highlight predictors of happiness, controlling for meaning, and
vice versa to elucidate differences between the constructs. Happi-
ness was predicted by satisfying basic desires, being in good
health, having good financial well-being, being present-focused,
and being the recipient of other people’s generosity. Conversely,
meaningfulness was associated with spending time in deep
thought, thinking about the future and the past, doing things for
others, reflecting on struggles and challenges, and experiencing
stress and worry. In sum, meaningfulness seems to be about
integrating across different experiences and experiencing the chal-
lenges in life as well as the joys. Thus, although meaningfulness
and happiness overlap, there are key distinctions in the constructs,
which may differentially predict health indicators.

Alternative Hypothesis: Reverse Causality

Although our model suggests that meaning in life predicts better
stress management, coping, and health behavior, it is possible that
causality could go in the opposite direction or in both directions.
For example, a few investigators have examined meaning in life as
a psychological well-being variable and therefore as an outcome
rather than a predictor. For example, Jim and colleagues (2006)
examined coping styles in breast cancer patients after receiving
surgical treatment but awaiting adjuvant therapy (radiation and/or
chemotherapy), which is a stressful time for these patients. The
researchers were interested in learning whether their coping styles
during this stressful period predicted meaning in life 2 years later.
Specifically, they found, after controlling for depressive symptoms
and cancer-related stress at baseline, that engaging in more adap-
tive coping styles (greater active coping and social support, more
religious coping, and less denial/avoidance) predicted 17% of the
variance in meaning in life 2 years later. Similarly, Park and
colleagues (Park, Malone, Suresh, Bliss, & Rosen, 2008) studied
patients with congestive heart failure and found that after control-
ling for meaning in life at baseline, greater acceptance/positive
reinterpretation and religious coping predicted increases in mean-
ing in life at 6-month follow-up. Thus, having a sense that life is
meaningful could encourage greater coping self-efficacy and use
of better or more effective coping strategies, and in turn, using
these coping strategies could promote a greater sense of meaning
in life.

Similarly, one might hypothesize that engaging in healthy life-
style behaviors could predict greater psychological well-being,
including greater meaning in life. Kahana et al. (2002) examined
how engagement in health behaviors at baseline predicted purpose
in life 8 years later in a sample of elderly adults. They found that
greater engagement in exercise at baseline was positively associ-
ated with meaning in life 8 years later, controlling for sociodemo-
graphic variables, baseline meaning in life, and baseline health
conditions. However, they did not find that tobacco or alcohol use
at baseline predicted meaning in life 8 years later. This provides
some evidence that health behavior could predict greater meaning,
but further research is needed to clarify the directionality of the
relationship.
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General Summary

We presented a new conceptual model that integrates much of
what is known regarding the relationships between meaning and
health and proposed a new construct, meaning salience, which may
serve as the proximal mechanism connecting global meaning in
life with self-regulatory processes that are important in health
outcomes. The literature associating a global sense of meaning and
purpose in life with health suggests that meaning is associated
with: (a) enhanced stress buffering, (b) improved coping re-
sponses, and (c) increased engagement in healthy behaviors. De-
spite accumulating evidence supporting these as plausible mech-
anisms linking meaning in life to physical health, the literature
lacks empirical depth and effect sizes are modest. Importantly,
prior to this report, there was no overarching framework guiding
researchers to design studies to systematically investigate the
mechanisms linking meaning in life to physical health. Thus, we
proposed a conceptual model to guide further inquiry investigating
the mechanisms between global meaning, meaning salience, and
physical health. A greater emphasis on research investigating
meaning salience may produce enhanced effects.

Next Steps to Advance Understanding of the
Relationships Between Meaning in Life, Meaning
Salience, and Physical Health

We recommend researchers take several important steps to
advance the field’s understanding of whether and how meaning
influences physical health. On the basis of our analysis and con-
ceptual model, the most important next step is greater attention to,
and measurement of, meaning salience. We recently developed a
measure of meaning salience (Thoughts of Meaning Scale; TOMS)
and have examined this measure over 28 days in previously
sedentary adults starting new exercise programs (Hooker & Mas-
ters, 2016a; Hooker, 2017). This 10-item self-report measure asks
participants to rate statements (e.g., “How much have you thought
about what makes your life meaningful today?”) in terms of how
true they are for them on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (absolutely
or quite a bit). The TOMS demonstrated very high internal con-
sistency reliability over 28 days (�s � .88 � .96) and varied
between and within participants (M � 45.2, SD � 12.5, range �
10–70). As expected, the TOMS was positively associated with
global ratings of meaning in life (r � .61, p � .001) and purpose
in life (r � .58, p � .001) as well as to other measures of
psychological well-being, including subjective vitality (r � .54,
p � .001) and satisfaction with life (r � .53, p � .001). The TOMS
was also negatively associated with depressive symptoms
(r � �.25, p � .001). Moreover, we found that daily meaning
salience was positively associated with daily positive affect (r �
.66, p � .001) and daily physical activity (r � .13, p � .001) and
negatively associated with daily negative affect (r � �.15, p �
.001). Further, controlling for positive and negative affect, mean-
ing salience remained a significant correlate of daily physical
activity (� � .22, p � .001). Additional research in more diverse
and larger samples is needed to further establish the psychometric
properties of this measure.

We believe meaning salience may offer a compelling new
pathway and insight into the relationships between meaning in
life and health, but the necessary empirical literature has not yet

been developed. We noted the need for measurement develop-
ment above and expect that other investigators will be able to
complement or even supplant our measurement efforts with
superior methods. Using adequate measures, studies are needed
to examine the extent to which meaning salience varies within
and between individuals across time and what variables in the
individual, environment, or both influence these variations.
Developing understanding of how meaning salience, as well as
the intra- and interindividual variability of the construct, is
related to self-regulation, the hypothesized mechanisms linking
meaning to physical health, is also needed. This information
could be used in subsequent interventions to better understand
how to increase meaning salience and what effects it may have
on physical health.

Meaning salience offers an inviting target for both experi-
mental and interventional strategies. A variety of experimental
manipulations of meaning in life have been used outside of
health research. Some efforts have been made to experimentally
influence meaning in life through manipulations of positive
affect (Hicks & King, 2007, 2008, 2009; King et al., 2006).
Two studies used a brief writing prompt to increase the salience
of meaning or purpose (Burrow & Hill, 2013; Taubman-Ben-
Ari, 2011). Others attempted to manipulate meaninglessness by
asking participants to rewrite 10 statements in their own words
that directly discussed the meaninglessness of human life (Park
& Baumeister, 2017) or by reading a passage about the mean-
inglessness of life (Routledge et al., 2011). King and colleagues
(2006) also manipulated meaning and meaninglessness by hav-
ing participants read different meaning-related passages with
different instructions (counting es for meaninglessness vs. read-
ing and integrating for meaningfulness). Klein (2017) manipu-
lated prosocial behavior (spend $5 on yourself or on somebody
else) and demonstrated that doing something for another person
was related to greater experienced meaning in life. Finally,
Kray and colleagues (2010) demonstrated that counterfactual
reflection (i.e., reflecting on alternative pathways regarding
pivotal turning points) produced greater meaning from impor-
tant life events. Laboratory-based manipulations are essential
for experimental investigations of meaning that can shed light
on issues of causality. They can also serve as foundations for
uncovering principles that may be used to develop applied
interventions to increase meaning salience and potentially im-
prove physical health.

Some meaning-based clinical interventions have been devel-
oped for patients with cancer to help them cope with the cancer
experience (Breitbart & Poppito, 2014; Lee, Cohen, Edgar,
Laizner, & Gagnon, 2006). Brietbart and Poppito’s (2014) inter-
vention is based primarily on the work of Frankl (1946/1985), and
the primary goal is to reframe the cancer experience from one
characterized by obstacles associated with illness and dying to one
characterized by opportunities related to authentic living. Experi-
ential exercises, which are designed to help patients pay attention
to meaningful moments and experiences that increase their feel-
ings of being alive and connected to existence, are the main
components of the intervention. Similarly, interventions to in-
crease the skill of keeping meaning salient could help individuals
connect what is meaningful to them with important goals, and
subsequently cue individuals to maintain awareness of meaning
and relevant connections. Mobile technologies offer intriguing
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possibilities for intervention development targeting meaning sa-
lience (Masters, Ross, Hooker, & Wooldridge, 2017). We believe
that such development, followed by controlled evaluation, could
lead to significant breakthroughs in this area and clarify the nature
of existing relationships. In particular, we recommend studies
aimed at increasing meaning salience in combination with self-
regulatory interventions for stress management or health behavior
change.

Another important next step may be to establish favored mea-
sures of global meaning to enhance the ability to make compari-
sons across studies. Many studies used the Purpose in Life Sub-
scale of Ryff’s Psychological Well-Being Scales (Ryff, 1989), but
this measure only assesses purpose, one of the three components of
meaning, leaving mattering and comprehension understudied.
Other measures of meaning in life have been criticized for their
overlap with psychological well-being or positive affect (e.g., the
Meaning and Peace subscale of the Functional Assessment of
Chronic Illness Therapy–Spiritual (FACIT-Sp) Scale; Peterman,
Fitchett, Brady, Hernandez, & Cella, 2002). The Meaning in Life
Questionnaire (Steger et al., 2006) does not fall prey to this
criticism, and has been widely used, but does not explicitly mea-
sure the three components of global meaning. Many measures
simply rely on individuals to rate the extent to which they expe-
rience meaningfulness or purposefulness in their lives. Recently,
George and Park (2016b) developed the Multidimensional Exis-
tential Meaning Scale, which measures the three components of
meaning: purpose, mattering, and comprehension. Use of this
measure may offer new insights into how the three components of
meaning, rather than just purpose in life, are related to various
facets of physical health.

Clearly, meaning in life (e.g., King et al., 2006) and meaning
salience (Hooker, 2017) are positively associated with positive
affect and psychological well-being. At the least, researchers
should include positive affect as a confounding variable in studies
examining the associations between meaning in life and health.
However, meaning in life and positive affect may differentially
predict health indicators. Research should continue to explore the
overlap and differences between positive affect and meaning in
life.

Finally, future research may consider furthering the field’s
understanding of sources of meaning and how different sources
may relate to developing meaning salience. There is consider-
able theoretical scholarship on sources of meaning in life,
including Wong (1989), Baumeister (1991), Reker (1996), and
Schnell (2009), and evidence suggests that interpersonal rela-
tionships are ranked highly as a source of meaning (Debats,
1999; Prager, 1996; Reker, 1996; Schnell, 2009). Moreover,
research demonstrates that social belongingness facilitates a
sense of meaning in life (Lambert et al., 2013), whereas social
exclusion reduces perceptions of meaning in life (Stillman et
al., 2009). An interesting question would be whether deriving
meaning from different sources would differentially influence
meaning salience. For example, does deriving meaning more
from work versus from relationships differentially predict in-
tensity or stability of meaning salience and subsequently the
associations between meaning salience and the three hypothe-
sized mechanisms (stress buffering, adaptive coping, and health
behaviors)? These intriguing questions await future research.

Conclusion

We propose a new conceptual model linking global meaning,
meaning salience, and self-regulatory processes to physical
health. Evidence suggests that meaning may act in ways that are
associated with stress buffering, improved coping, and engage-
ment in health behaviors. Our conceptual model posits a new
construct, meaning salience, as proximal to bridge the gap
between global, perhaps abstract and distal, conceptualizations
of meaning and self-regulatory processes that influence psycho-
logical and physical health. This model offers a way to organize
the meaning and health literature and suggests areas of future
study necessary to yield a comprehensive understanding of
meaning and health. Future research to develop measures of
meaning salience and then include these measures in modeling
studies as well as work aimed at establishing causal links and
interventions is particularly indicated.
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